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Introduction 

Integrating Science, Technology, Engineering, the Arts and Mathematics into schoolwide 

curriculum is a movement that has become a national priority.  According to the Department of 

Education, “If we want a nation where our future leaders, neighbors, and workers have the ability 

to understand and solve some of the complex challenges of today and tomorrow, and to meet the 

demands of the dynamic and evolving workforce, building students' skills, content knowledge, 

and fluency in STEM fields is essential.”  Therefore, implementing STEAM initiatives is a 

practical method to target student engagement and enhance overall schoolwide curriculum. 

 

Problem 

Bullock School houses every first, second and 

third grade student in Glassboro. Bullock School is 

comprised of twenty-one classrooms in the building. 

When every homeroom teacher was asked if they had a 

designated area in their classroom for STEAM activities, 

only four teachers shared that they had a STEAM or Makerspace Center. While speaking to the 

teachers, many teachers felt they did not have the adequate space or time for these activities to 

take place during the school day. While mathematics is taught daily, science is a subject that is 

integrated into the school’s literacy block; technology and art are provided once a week during 

Specials, and engineering is not offered at all.  Not all children are provided with hands-on 

STEAM activities that are integrated into their learning.  STEAM categories are seen as stand-

alone criteria, instead of a cross-curricular opportunity.  
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Bullock has a room designated as the Garden Room, which housed many supplies for our 

outdoor garden. However, since the teacher in charge of the garden retired, the space was 

abandoned, and became a storage room.  Unfortunately, no one has kept up with the upkeep of 

the space.  

Solution 

             Converting our Garden Room into a schoolwide STEAM Lab can offer teachers a 

designated space for Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematics activities to take 

place, to enhance children’s learning experience. Though some teachers may have a designated 

space in their classroom for hands-on creativity, Cooper (2013) states that it is beneficial in 

having a school-wide area; this space “would make more sense…(to) include appropriate tools, 

work areas and materials” for everyone to have access to.  The Neuro-Education Initiative at 

Johns Hopkins University suggests that art-based activities integrated into curricula can lead to 

higher student engagement, increased retention, and improved inter-disciplinary skills. STEAM 

activities have the potential to target necessary skills, as well as build collaboration between 

students and teachers. Aspects of the garden will be implemented into the curriculum; however, 

our entire curriculum will not revolve solely around the garden.  

Cooper (2013) highlights the importance 

of clarifying what types of activities will take 

place in the STEAM Lab. Questioning teachers 

gave a better sense of what materials should be 

incorporated into the instructional and physical 

design elements. Aligning projects and activities to the curriculum are ways to reinforce learning 

and offer an opportunity to extend into the STEAM Lab. Taking time to design a purposeful 
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space is done by incorporating the needs of teachers and students. Cooper (2013) underlines that 

the “design program is one of the most critical steps in ensuring the space will be functional and 

well used.”  Instead of gathering donations first, I took time to question teachers and students 

about our future STEAM Lab to gain a clearer vision of what is needed.  

 When teachers were asked, How often do you see yourself using the STEAM Lab with 

students? Most of the teachers shared that they would utilize the STEAM Lab once a month.  

Though this is a short amount of time, teachers’ feedback is noted and taken into consideration 

when modifying the instructional design components to include STEAM elements.  Once a 

month is a realistic goal for both teachers and curriculum designers to create a purposeful, cross-

curricula extension activity that will take place in the STEAM Lab.  This time will also allow for 

gradual release and for caveats to be addressed. As STEAM Lab elements are added, 

administrators and teachers will provide feedback, and the schoolwide curriculum will be 

modified accordingly. Once a month activities allow changes to occur in a strategic, gradual and 

purposeful manner, which will increase teachers’ comfort level and compliance.  
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When teachers were asked what subjects they saw themselves targeting in the STEAM 

Lab, surprisingly, technology was not even mentioned.  Teachers shared that the only technology 

in their classrooms are a laptop and document camera. Only one teacher in the building has a 

SMART Board, and she obtained it as a personal gift – it is not a district-owned technology. This 

is also an indicator that when technology is added into the STEAM Lab, it must be done so in a 

strategic manner, as it will most likely be the teachers’ first time manipulating said technology.  

 

 Specifically, teachers shared that they are interested in having access to VR googles, an 

AR sandbox, live animal/s and pre-planned experiments. Obtaining this information gives a 

better sense of direction when soliciting donations.  Though these technology tools are not the 

only tools that can be implemented into the STEAM Lab, it does provide a starting point.   

Conclusion 

 After speaking with teachers, I was able to obtain crucial insight on their needs and ways 

to enhance the curriculum.  Cooper (2013) suggests visiting other makerspaces and labs as a 

“valuable and insightful” step in the planning phase so “educators can envision what their space 
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A: VR Googles B: Augmented Reality Sandbox C: Makerspace Area

D: Greenscreen E: 3-D Printer F: Live Animal/s

G: Pre-planned Labs/Experiments H: Other
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could be like.” Visiting other labs is still pending approval; however, Bullock is making good 

use of the space to neatly store all of the donations obtained by Prism, which is an affiliate of 

Montclair State University.  Prism donated over ten boxes of grade level labs, activities and 

resources.  These materials are being looked at by our administrators and our curriculum team to 

ensure proper implementation. In the meantime, labs are conducted once a week with our 

afterschool STEAM Club. 
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Appendix 

Questionnaire 
 

 
Question 1: Do you have a STEAM/Makerspace Center in your classroom?  
A: Yes 
B: No   

 
Question 2: How often do you see yourself using the STEAM Lab with students?  
A: Once a week 
B: Twice a month 
C: Once a month  
D:Once a Marking Period 
E: Not at all    

 

Question 3: What subjects do you see yourself targeting in the STEAM Lab? 
A: Science 
B: Technology 
C: Engineering/Building   
D: Arts/Creating  
E: Math  
F: Other    

 

Question 4: What learning tools would you like to see in the STEAM Lab?  
A: VR Googles 
B: Augmented Reality Sandbox 
C: Makerspace Area 
D: Greenscreen 
E: 3-D Printer  
F: Live Animal/s 
G: Pre-planned Labs/Experiments 
H: Other   
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S.T.E.A.M. LAB 
Before 
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S.T.E.A.M. LAB 
After Clean-Up 
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S.T.E.A.M. LAB  

Panoramic View  
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Email Correspondence 
 
From: prism <prism@mail.montclair.edu> 
Date: Wed, Sep 4, 2019 at 5:47 PM 
Subject: Science Materials Give-Away: PRISM is Moving 
To: prism listserv <prism@csam-lists.montclair.edu>, <prism-admin@csam-lists.montclair.edu> 
CC: jackie willis <squirrelmsu@yahoo.com> 
 

Science Materials Give-Away: PRISM is Moving! 

  
Empty your car trunk!  Bring a van!  Bring a friend to help!  First come, first served! 

PRISM is moving to 1515 Broad St., Bloomfield.   We will give away a lot of science materials 
and other useful items.  Call Jackie at 862-266-7683 or email squirrelmsu@yahoo.com to 
make an appointment, and tell her what you want and when you can come. Our dates will be 
on Saturdays 10 am - 3pm and after school 4:30 - 7:00:  Sept. 7, 11, 12, 14, 16, & 18. 
  

•         FOSS and STC science kits listed below, that are older editions, before the NGSS, 

but still inquiry-based and with valuable materials for the activities, for K-8. 

•         Laboratory glassware, assorted types. 

•         Two aquaria, one large and one medium. 

•         One wooden student desk with drawers. 

•         Two wooden rocking chairs. 

•         Rock polisher 

•         Assorted old electronics that would be useful for students tinkering in STEM 

invention programs, including a special edition old Apple desktop that has a 

transparent back. 

•         Several stethoscopes 

•         Small whiteboards 

  

            FOSS Science Kits 

MODULE Grade levels 

Animals 2X2 K 

Balance & Motion 1-2 

Earth History MS 

Earth Materials 3-4 

Electronics MS 

Environments 5-6 

mailto:prism@mail.montclair.edu
mailto:prism@csam-lists.montclair.edu
mailto:prism-admin@csam-lists.montclair.edu
mailto:squirrelmsu@yahoo.com
https://www.google.com/maps/search/1515+Broad+St.,+Bloomfield?entry=gmail&source=g
mailto:squirrelmsu@yahoo.com
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Fabric K 

Food and nutrition 5-6 

Human Body 3-4 

Human Brain & Senses MS 

Ideas & Inventions 3-4 

Insects 1-2 

Landforms 5-6 

Levers & Pulleys 5-6 

Magnetism & Electricity 3-4 

Measurements 3-4 

Mixtures & Solutions 5-6 

 

 
  

 
 

 


